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Al centro di questo libro è la storia incrociata di una coppia di parole, Rinascimento e Risorgimento, che hanno molto più in comune di quanto comunemente si creda. Al di là degli aspetti formali (in entrambe sono presenti lo stesso prefisso e lo stesso suffisso), ad avvicinarle è il tratto di strada che i loro significati hanno percorso insieme, fino al XIX secolo, quando i processi di costruzione di una storiorafia nazionale resero necessaria la separazione dei loro destinii. Il volume ripercorre così un segmento importante della storia d’Italia seguendo la vita e le avventure di due parole nelle quali essa può ancor oggi riconoscersi e identificarvisi.


Why did Italo Calvino decide to translate Les Fleurs bleues by Raymond Queneau? Was his translation just a way to pay a tribute to one of his models? This study looks at Calvino's translation from a literary and linguistic perspective: Calvino's fiori blu is more than a rewriting and a creative translation, as it contributed to a revolution in his own literary language and style. Translating Queneau, Calvino discovered a new fictional voice and explored the potentialities of his native tongue, Italian. In fact Calvino's writings show a visible evolution of poetics and style that occurred rather abruptly in the mid 1960s; this sudden change has long been debated. The radical transformation of his style was affected by several factors: Calvino's new interests in linguistics, in translation theory, and in the act of translation. Translation as Stylistic Evolution analyses several passages in detail and scrutinizes quantitative data obtained by comparing digital versions of the original and Calvino's translation. The results of such assessment of Calvino's text-consistency suggest clear interpretations of the motives behind Calvino's radical and remarkable change of style that are tied to his notion of creative translation.

Language standardization is an ongoing process based on the notions of linguistic correctness and models. This manual contains thirty-six chapters that deal with the theories of linguistic norms and give a comprehensive up-to-date description and analysis of the standardization processes in the Romance languages. The first section presents the essential approaches to the concept of linguistic norm ranging from antiquity to the present, and includes individual chapters on the notion of linguistic norms and correctness in classical grammar and rhetoric, in the Prague School, in the linguistic theory of Eugenio Coseriu, in sociolinguistics as well as in pragmatics, cognitive and discourse linguistics. The second section focuses on the application of these notions with respect to the Romance languages. It examines in detail the normative grammar and the normative dictionary as the reference tools for language codification and modernization of those languages that have a long and well-established written tradition, i.e. Romanian, Italian, French, Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese. Furthermore, the volume offers a discussion of the key issues regarding the standardization of the ‘minor’ Romance languages as well as Creoles.

The series Handbooks of Linguistics and Communication Science is designed to illuminate a field which not only includes general linguistics and the study of linguistics as applied to specific languages, but also covers those more recent areas which have developed from the increasing body of research into the manifold forms of communicative action and interaction. As European lawyers dealing with cross-border issues quickly learn, the terms contract, contrat, and contrato signify three very different legal concepts. This illustration highlights the importance of studying the relationships between language and law, particularly in the context of strong pressure from the European Community to harmonise the laws of the Member States a process which appears difficult, if not impossible, unless there is an understanding of the profound differences which exist between the various legal systems, and the development of a common European legal language from the 21 official languages now a feature of the European Union. This admirable collection of essays brings together the work of practitioners and scholars in three fields pertinent to this endeavour: representatives of Community institutions who are involved in drafting, translating, and interpreting multilingual texts; jurists and comparative lawyers from both civil law and common law systems; and researchers in linguistics and language issues. Among the many relevant matters they discuss are the following: terminologies of rights and remedies; the role of the European Court of Justice as interpreter; multilingualism in parliamentary practice; the role of the European Commissions legal revisers; and translation at the European Court of Justice. The essays were originally presented as papers at a conference held in Como in April 2005, organised by the Faculty of Law of the University of Insubria together with the Centro Interuniversitario di Ricerca in Diritto Comparato (Interuniversity Centre for Research in Comparative Law) set up by the Universities of Milan, Bologna and Insubria. This event took place in the context of a research project co-financed by the University of Insubria and the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research. The particular objective of the conference was to make a comparison between the day-to-day working requirements within the Community institutions, each with its own particular needs, and the longer-term analysis which the academic world could bring to bear on the problems of the translatability of legal terms. As the first in-depth appraisal of this crucial matter, this book cannot fail to find interested readers among all the branches of European law, practitioners and scholars, local and international. It is sure to be a highly valuable resource for many years to come.

The Handbook of Easy Languages in Europe describes what Easy Language is and how it is used in European countries. It demonstrates the great diversity of actors, instruments and outcomes related to Easy Language throughout Europe. All people, despite their limitations, have an equal right to information, inclusion, and social participation. This results in requirements for understandable language. The notion of Easy Language refers to modified forms of standard languages that aim to facilitate reading and language comprehension. This handbook describes the historical background, the principles and the practices of Easy Language in 21 European countries. Its topics include terminological definitions, legal status, stakeholders, target groups, guidelines, practical outcomes, education, research, and a reflection on future perspectives related to Easy Language in each country. Written in an academic yet interesting and understandable style, this Handbook of Easy Languages in Europe aims to find a wide audience. Annually published since 1930, the International bibliography of Historical Sciences (IBOHS) is an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world, which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times. The works are arranged systematically according to period, region or historical discipline, and within this classification alphabetically. The bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors. The volume The Italian Method of la drammatica: its Legacy and Reception includes the long and complex investigation to identify the Italian acting-code system of the drammatica used by nineteenth-century Italian actors such as Adelaide Ristori, Giovanni Grasso, Tommaso...
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Salvini, Eleonora Duse. In particular, their acting inspired Stanislavsky who reformed twentieth-century stage. The declaratory code of the drammatica was composed by symbols for notation of voice and gesture which Italian actors marked in their prompt-books. The discovery of the drammatica’s code sheds new light on nineteenth-century acting. Having deciphered the phonetic symbols of the code, Anna Sica has given birth to an investigation with a group of outstanding scholars in an attempt to explore the drammatica’s legacy, and its reception in Europe as well as in Asia. At this stage new evidence has emerged proving that, for instance, the symbol used by the drammatica actors to signal the colorito vocale was known to English actors in the second half of the nineteenth century. By noting how Adelaide Ristori passed on her art to Irving’s actress Genevieve Ward, and how Stanislavsky, almost aflame, moulded his system from Duse’s acting, an unexplored variety in the reception of the drammatica’s legacy is revealed.

This book presents a collection of pioneering papers reflecting current methods in prosody research with a focus on Romance languages. The rapid expansion of the field of prosody research in the last decades has given rise to a proliferation of methods that has left little room for the critical assessment of these methods. The aim of this volume is to bridge this gap by embracing original contributions, in which experts in the field assess, reflect, and discuss different methods of data gathering and analysis. The book might thus be of interest to scholars and established researchers as well as to students and young academics who wish to explore the topic of prosody, an expanding and promising area of study.

Investigating the interrelationships between orality and writing in elite and popular textual culture in early modern Italy, this volume shows how the spoken or sung word on the one hand, and manuscript or print on the other hand, could have interdependent or complementary roles to play in the creation and circulation of texts. The first part of the book centres on performances, ranging from realizations of written texts to improvisations or semi-improvisations that might draw on written material and might later be committed to paper. Case studies examine the poems sung in the piazza that narrated contemporary warfare, commedia dell’arte scenarios, and the performative representation of diverse spoken languages of Italy. The second group of essays studies the influence of speech on the written word and reveals that, as fourteenth-century Tuscan became accepted as a literary standard, contemporary non-standard spoken languages were seen to possess an immediacy that made them an effective resource within certain kinds of written communication. The third part considers the roles of orality in the worlds of the learned and of learning. The book as a whole demonstrates that the border line between orality and writing was highly permeable and that the culture of the period, with its continued reliance on orality alongside writing, was often hybrid in nature.

La comparazione nella lirica trobadorica assolve al compito delico di stabilire un legame tra l’io e il mondo, tra la condizione interiore del soggetto lirico e le immagini tratte dalla realtà quotidiana, dalla letteratura e dal folklore; è quindi unione dell’interiorità con l’esteriorità, reale o immaginaria che sia, ma è anche un efficace strumento per l’elogo, per l’invidia, per la descrizione, per lo scherzo. Cardine della struttura argomentativa e, al contempo, dell’ornato, le figure del simile trovano ampio impiego nella lirica in lingua d’oc, costituendo un precedente modellizzante per tutta la successiva poesia europea. Il volume offre uno studio d’insieme sul modus comparandi dei trovatori e propone un’analisi tipologica delle comparazioni, in relazione alle loro strutture formali e all’universo figurato cui attingono i poeti. Viene inoltre fornito un repertorio delle immagini e delle oltre mille trecento comparazioni impiegate dai trovatori.

While parentheticals attract constant attention, they very rarely constitute the main subject of monographs. This book provides a comprehensive account of reduced parenthetical clauses (RPCs) in three Romance languages. Typical French RPCs are je crois, disons, je dirais, je pense, je sais pas, and je trouve. The research draws on 22 corpora of spoken French, Italian, and Spanish comprising a total amount of 3,975,500 words. Its results consist in a typology of the relevant expressions in the three languages, in the understanding of their pragmatic function and of the factors influencing their use, and in the description of their syntactic and prosodic properties. Other findings are that RPCs are not restricted to statements but also occur in questions and that belief verbs are not as frequent as commonly assumed. Although the book is about Romance parentheticals, its conclusions are relevant for other languages.

The earliest use of the term “grammaticalization” was to refer to the process whereby lexical words of a language (such as English keep in “he keeps bees”) become grammatical forms (such as the auxiliary in “he keeps looking at me”). Changes of this kind, which involve semantic fading and a downshift from a major to a minor category, have generally been agreed to come under the heading of grammaticalization. But other changes that equally contribute to new grammatical forms do not involve this kind of fading. In recent years, a debate has arisen over how to constrain the term theoretically. Is grammaticalization to be distinguished from “lexicalization”, the creation and fixing of new words out of older patterns of compounding? If so, how is the line to be drawn between a form that is grammatical and one that is lexical? Should the term “grammaticalization” be extended to the study of the origins of grammatical constructions in general? If so, it will have to include broader issues such as word order change and the reanalysis of phrases. What principles govern these processes? Is grammaticalization a unidirectional event, or can change occur in the reverse direction? The authors of the papers in this volume approach these important questions from a variety of data types, including historical texts, creoles, and a typologically broad sample of modern and ancient languages.

Neocon, governance, europolità, coaching, empowerment, burnout, flessicurezza, internettaro... I più recenti neologismi che arricchiscono e colorano quotidianamente la nostra lingua, spiegati e interpretati dal maggiore linguista italiano.

This cutting-edge collection, born of their belief in the value of approaching ‘translation’ in a wide range of ways, contains essays of interest to students and scholars of translation, literary and textual studies. It provides insights into the relations between translation and comparative literature, contrastive linguistics, cultural studies, painting and other media. Subjects and authors discussed include: the translator as ‘go-between’; the textual editor as translator; Ghirri’s photography and Celati’s fiction; the European lending library; La Bible d’Amiens; the coinage of Italian phraseological units; Michèle Roberts’s Impossible Saints; the impact of modern translations for stage on perceptions of ancient Greek drama; and the translation of slang, intensifiers, characterisation, desire, the self, and America in 1990s Italian fiction. The collection closes with David Platzer’s discussion of translating Dacia Maraini’s poetry into English and with his new translations of ‘Ho Sognato una Stazione’ (‘I Dreamed of a Station’) and ‘Le Tue Bugie’ (‘Your Lies’).
In Metaphors in Proverbs, Rotasperti offers a contribution to the understanding of metaphorical language in Proverbs by decoding some metaphors.

Metrics is often defined as a discipline that concerns itself with the study of meters. In this volume the term is used in a broader sense that more or less coincides with the traditional notion of "versification". Understood this way, metrics is an eminently complex object that displays variation over time and in space, that concerns forms of a great variety and with different statuses (meters, rhymes, stanzas, prescribed forms, syllabification rules, nursery rhymes, slogans, musical textsetting, abiait redup., nursery etc.), and that as a cultural manifestation is performed in a variety of ways (sung, chanted, spoken, read) that can have direct consequences on how it is structured. This profusion of forms is thought to correspond, at the level of perception, to a limited number of cognitive mechanisms that allow us to perceive and to represent regularly iterating forms. This volume proposes a relatively coherent overall vision by distinguishing four main families of metrical forms, each clearly independent of the others and amenable to separate typologies.

L'opera fa il punto sull'eccezionale attualità della cultura elettronica e della società digitale. Le parole di G. Beccaria offrono un contributo per il dibattito sulla lingua e la comunicazione nella società contemporanea. Le parole sono la base per la costruzione del pensiero e per la comunicazione tra gli individui. La lingua è un sistema di comunicazione che permette di esprimere idee, sentimenti e pensieri. In questo contesto, la lingua italiana è caratterizzata da una varietà di forme e modi di esprimere le idee, che vengono utilizzati in diverse situazioni e per diverse esigenze comunicative.

Recentemente, alcune società italiane hanno approfondito la conoscenza della lingua e della comunicazione, sia in termini di struttura e funzione, sia in termini di usi e abitudini. Questo volume propone un contributo per questo dibattito, attraverso l'esplorazione di alcune tematiche chiave.

La lingua italiana è una delle lingue più popolari nel mondo, con una ricca tradizione storica e artistica. Nella società contemporanea, la lingua è un elemento fondamentale per lo sviluppo della cultura e della società. In questo contesto, la lingua italiana è considerata una lingua di riferimento per le ricerche sulla lingua italiana e la sua promozione nel mondo. Sostiene l'attività scientifica e la formazione di nuovi linguaggi e di nuova comunicazione.

Il Dizionario di linguistica e di filologia mette al centro la figura di Gianluigi Beccaria, un filosofo e intellettuale di rilievo, autore di opere di grande impatto. La parte dedicata a Beccaria offre una sintesi delle sue opere e un confronto con le attuali tendenze della ricerca linguistica e filologica.
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In Bovo d’Antona, Claudia Rosenzweig presenta un contributo di alto livello, che sottolinea l'importanza della lingua italiana nel panorama europeo. La sua esplorazione della lingua italiana offre una nuova prospettiva sull'evoluzione della lingua e sulla sua impronta culturale.

The present book is intended to represent the first volume of a long series, which will be devoted to collect studies, proceedings, and papers in the field of Humanities. The title "Mantua Humanistic Studies" reminds us to a historical town in northern Italy, Mantua, that had been for a long time the capital of one of the most powerful and culturally influencing dynasties of the Renaissance: the Gonzaga family. Mantua has an extraordinary richness in terms of history, arts, and tradition of studies, and is now one of the main UNESCO Heritage sites. Among the artists who have left their masterworks in the city, we can find Pisanello, Andrea Mantegna, Leon Battista Alberti, Giulio Romano, Rubens, Titian, and many others. Even if in the time of the Gonzagas the city had a strong history of humanistic studies, mainly established by the great teacher Vittorio Da Feltre, during the following centuries Mantua gradually lost great part of its cultural influence, especially after the end of the leading dynasty at the beginning of the 18th Century. Maybe the only relevant exception was the renowned "Accademia Nazionale Virgiliana". Nevertheless, in very recent years some Italian Academic Institutions and Universities have rediscovered the cultural importance of the town, and they moved here with some of their Bachelor and Masters degrees: the Politecnico di Milano, the University of Verona and, in 2018, the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. More and more students are moving into our old city every year, and the future could really be bright in the terms of culture, teaching, and research. “Mantua Humanistic Studies” would like to be a small – but maybe not useless – contribution to what could be a “second Renaissance” for the capital of the Gonzagas, offered by a small but active Scientific Publishing House which was born and still operates in this small but incredible town.

Occuparsi del linguaggio pubblico e della sua qualità non è un lusso da intellettuali o una questione accademica. È un dovere cruciale dell'etica civile. Non è possibile pensare con chiarezza se non si è capaci di parlare e scrivere con chiarezza. Sono parole del filosofo John Searle, teorico del rapporto fra linguaggio e realtà istituzionali. Le società vengono costruite e si reggono
essenzialmente su una premessa linguistica: sul fatto cioè che dire qualcosa comporti un impegno di verità e di correttezza nei confronti dei destinatari. Non osservare questo impegno mette in pericolo il primario contratto sociale di una comunità, cioè la fiducia in un linguaggio condiviso. L'antidoto è la scrittura civile, cioè quella limpida e democratica, rispettosa delle parole e delle idee. Scrivere bene, in ogni campo, ha un'attinenza diretta con la qualità del ragionamento e del pensiero. Implica chiarezza di idee da parte di chi scrive e produce in chi legge una percezione di onestà.

Jewish Languages in Historical Perspective examines key sociolinguistic themes relating to the spoken and written language varieties employed by Jews in the Diaspora from antiquity until the twenty-first century. It includes chapters on Aramaic, Judeo-Arabic, Jewish Berber, Judeo-Italian, Karam, Ladino, and Yiddish.

This book examines the effects of translation on theatrical performance. The author adapts and applies Kershaw et al.s Practice as Research model to an empirical investigation analysing the effects of translation on the rhythm and gesture of a playtext in performance, using the contemporary plays Convincing Ground and The Gully by Australian playwright David Mence which have been translated into Italian. The book is divided into two parts: a theoretical exegesis encompassing Translation Studies, Performance Studies and Gesture Studies, and a practical investigation comprising of a workshop where excerpts of the plays are explored by two groups of actors. The chapters are accompanied by short clips of the performance workshop hosted on SpringerLink. The book will be of interest to students and scholars in the fields of Translation Studies (and Theatre Translation more specifically), Theatre and Performance, and Gesture Studies. Angela Tiziana Tarantini is a Teaching Associate in Translation and Interpreting Studies at Monash University, Australia, where she carries out research in the area of Theatre Translation. The focus of her research is the interaction between the translation and performance interface, particularly in relation to rhythm and gesture.

Che cos'è la borghesia? Quando e come si costituisce, quali sono le pratiche attraverso le quali si riconosce, quali le concettualizzazioni che ne interrogano l'identità? E in che modo questa classe sociale, stratificata e differenziata nei secoli, precipita nelle elaborazioni dell'immaginario, nei linguaggi, negli stili e nelle immagini della letteratura? Questo dossier di "materiali per lo studio della borghesia" raccoglie i risultati di un lavoro collettivo di riconoscimento e schedatura della bibliografia secondaria sulla borghesia, svoltosi a Napoli in sette indimenticabili pomeriggi dell'autunno 2013. Francesco de Cristofaro e Giovanni Maffei, coordinatori scientifici dell'Opificio di letteratura reale (promosso dall'Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II e dalla Fondazione Premio Napoli) hanno dapprima individuato cinquanta testi fondamentali, alcuni dei quali suggeriti dal libro che ha fatto da 'primo motore' del progetto, The Bourgeois di Franco Moretti (London - New York, 2013); li hanno poi collocati, in modo approssimativo, in sei campi del sapere (Storia, Filosofia, Sociologia, Antropologia, Letteratura, Linguistica), immaginando per ciascuno due percorsi di approfondimento; infine, hanno previsto un momento introduttivo, intitolato Abbecedario e incentrato in particolare sul rapporto «between History and Literature» – come appunto recita il sottotitolo del volume di Moretti. Al lavoro hanno attivamente partecipato sette équipes ampie e interdisciplinari, composte da docenti, dottori di ricerca e studenti in formazione: tutti uniti da una passione e da un impegno del tutto gratuito. La versione a stampa di Approssimazioni si offre al lettore non solo come uno strumento utile per muoversi all'interno di una questione tematica e teorica di straordinaria complessità e attualità, ma anche come modello operativo per l'allestimento di un qualsivoglia lavoro di ricerca, individuale o collettivo.
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